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OPINION

This is an appeal of right from a bench trial which resulted

in appellant’s conviction of the offense of driving a motor

vehicle at a time when the privilege so to do was canceled,

suspended or revoked.

Apparently believing the Tennessee Rules of Appellate

Procedure to be advisory, counsel for appellant attached to her

brief a stipulation of facts agreed upon by trial counsel instead

of filing a statement of the evidence with the clerk of the trial

court as required by Rule 24 T.R.C.P.  The state properly

objected to this procedure.  By order of the court, the statement

of facts was stricken. Counsel is admonished to comply in the

future with the rules of this Court. 

Even so, we are able to glean sufficient facts from the

record to rule upon appellant’s issue which she presents for

review.

While the exhibits have not been authenticated by the trial

judge, they are contained in the record. No objection to their

inclusion has been made.  Exhibit #2 demonstrates that the

Department of Safety revoked appellant’s driver’s license on or

about September 13,1991.  By the same document, appellant was

informed that she could apply to have her driver’s license

reinstated on or after September 10, 1992.

Appellant insists that her period of suspension had not

begun to run because the Court of General Sessions did not

physically take her driver’s license.  In support of her

argument, appellant cites T.C.A.§55-50-502(e)(2) which provides

that if a driver’s license is suspended because of a DUI

conviction, the period of suspension begins with the actual

taking of the driver’s license from the possession of the

affected person.

Assuming ab arguendo this to be true, we are constrained to
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point out that this language is contained in the Code section

dealing with the discretionary (“...is hereby authorized to...”) 

suspension of driver’s licenses by the Department of Safety.

T.C.A.§55-50-502(a).  A suspension is the temporary withdrawal of

driving privileges, after which period of suspension the license

may be returned.  T.C.A. §55-50-102(47).

The procedure which was followed by the Department of Safety

in the case sub judice was that contained in T.C.A.§55-50-501 et

seq.  Under this section, the Department of Safety is required to

revoke (“...shall forthwith revoke...”) the driver’s license of

any person who is inter alia convicted of DUI.  A revocation is

the termination of driving privileges after which a person may

not drive without obtaining a new license. T.C.A. §55-50-102(42).

Exhibit #2 makes it quite plain that the Department of

Safety proceeded under T.C.A. §55-50-501 et seq to revoke

appellant’s license.

A code section should not be read in isolation.  It must be

read in pari materia with the remaining portions of the

subchapter in which it is found.  When this is done, it is

obvious that the cited code section has no application to the

procedure followed by the Department of Safety in this case.

Appellant insists that “suspension” and “revocation” are

interchangeable and synonymous.  This is misplaced.  The

difference in the terms is clear and the procedures to effectuate

each is different.

Appellant relies upon a Code section which does not affect

the procedure used to revoke her driving privileges. 

The judgement of the trial court is affirmed.

_________________________
Robert E. Burch,
Special Judge
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CONCUR:

_________________________
 Gary R. Wade, Judge

_________________________
 Joseph M. Tipton, Judge
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